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Overview

Description 

P2Pinfect is a sophisticated malware that utilizes a peer-to-peer botnet for command and

control. Initially appearing dormant, it has evolved to deploy ransomware and cryptominer

payloads. The malware spreads via exploiting Redis and limited SSH capabilities. A recent

update introduced a new ransomware payload that encrypts files with specific extensions, while

a cryptominer targets system resources. Additionally, a usermode rootkit component aims to

hide malicious processes, albeit with limitations regarding initial access permissions. 

Confidence 

This value represents the confidence in the correctness of the data contained within this report. 

100 / 100 
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Content 

N/A 
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Attack-Pattern

Name

T1562 

ID

T1562 

Description

Adversaries may maliciously modify components of a victim environment in order to

hinder or disable defensive mechanisms. This not only involves impairing preventative

defenses, such as firewalls and anti-virus, but also detection capabilities that defenders

can use to audit activity and identify malicious behavior. This may also span both native

defenses as well as supplemental capabilities installed by users and administrators.

Adversaries may also impair routine operations that contribute to defensive hygiene, such

as blocking users from logging out of a computer or stopping it from being shut down.

These restrictions can further enable malicious operations as well as the continued

propagation of incidents.(Citation: Emotet shutdown) Adversaries could also target event

aggregation and analysis mechanisms, or otherwise disrupt these procedures by altering

other system components. 

Name

T1505 

ID

T1505 
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Description

Adversaries may abuse legitimate extensible development features of servers to establish

persistent access to systems. Enterprise server applications may include features that

allow developers to write and install software or scripts to extend the functionality of the

main application. Adversaries may install malicious components to extend and abuse

server applications.(Citation: volexity_0day_sophos_FW) 

Name

T1486 

ID

T1486 

Description

Adversaries may encrypt data on target systems or on large numbers of systems in a

network to interrupt availability to system and network resources. They can attempt to

render stored data inaccessible by encrypting files or data on local and remote drives and

withholding access to a decryption key. This may be done in order to extract monetary

compensation from a victim in exchange for decryption or a decryption key (ransomware)

or to render data permanently inaccessible in cases where the key is not saved or

transmitted.(Citation: US-CERT Ransomware 2016)(Citation: FireEye WannaCry 2017)(Citation:

US-CERT NotPetya 2017)(Citation: US-CERT SamSam 2018) In the case of ransomware, it is

typical that common user files like Office documents, PDFs, images, videos, audio, text, and

source code files will be encrypted (and often renamed and/or tagged with specific file

markers). Adversaries may need to first employ other behaviors, such as [File and Directory

Permissions Modification](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1222) or [System

Shutdown/Reboot](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1529), in order to unlock and/or

gain access to manipulate these files.(Citation: CarbonBlack Conti July 2020) In some cases,

adversaries may encrypt critical system files, disk partitions, and the MBR.(Citation: US-

CERT NotPetya 2017) To maximize impact on the target organization, malware designed for

encrypting data may have worm-like features to propagate across a network by leveraging

other attack techniques like [Valid Accounts](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1078),

[OS Credential Dumping](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003), and [SMB/Windows

Admin Shares](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021/002).(Citation: FireEye WannaCry

2017)(Citation: US-CERT NotPetya 2017) Encryption malware may also leverage [Internal

Defacement](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1491/001), such as changing victim
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wallpapers, or otherwise intimidate victims by sending ransom notes or other messages to

connected printers (known as "print bombing").(Citation: NHS Digital Egregor Nov 2020) In

cloud environments, storage objects within compromised accounts may also be encrypted.

(Citation: Rhino S3 Ransomware Part 1) 

Name

T1583 

ID

T1583 

Description

Adversaries may buy, lease, rent, or obtain infrastructure that can be used during

targeting. A wide variety of infrastructure exists for hosting and orchestrating adversary

operations. Infrastructure solutions include physical or cloud servers, domains, and third-

party web services.(Citation: TrendmicroHideoutsLease) Some infrastructure providers offer

free trial periods, enabling infrastructure acquisition at limited to no cost.(Citation: Free

Trial PurpleUrchin) Additionally, botnets are available for rent or purchase. Use of these

infrastructure solutions allows adversaries to stage, launch, and execute operations.

Solutions may help adversary operations blend in with traffic that is seen as normal, such

as contacting third-party web services or acquiring infrastructure to support [Proxy]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1090), including from residential proxy services.

(Citation: amnesty_nso_pegasus)(Citation: FBI Proxies Credential Stuffing)(Citation:

Mandiant APT29 Microsoft 365 2022) Depending on the implementation, adversaries may

use infrastructure that makes it difficult to physically tie back to them as well as utilize

infrastructure that can be rapidly provisioned, modified, and shut down. 

Name

T1496 

ID

T1496 
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Description

Adversaries may leverage the resources of co-opted systems to complete resource-

intensive tasks, which may impact system and/or hosted service availability. One common

purpose for Resource Hijacking is to validate transactions of cryptocurrency networks and

earn virtual currency. Adversaries may consume enough system resources to negatively

impact and/or cause affected machines to become unresponsive.(Citation: Kaspersky

Lazarus Under The Hood Blog 2017) Servers and cloud-based systems are common targets

because of the high potential for available resources, but user endpoint systems may also

be compromised and used for Resource Hijacking and cryptocurrency mining.(Citation:

CloudSploit - Unused AWS Regions) Containerized environments may also be targeted due

to the ease of deployment via exposed APIs and the potential for scaling mining activities

by deploying or compromising multiple containers within an environment or cluster.

(Citation: Unit 42 Hildegard Malware)(Citation: Trend Micro Exposed Docker APIs)

Additionally, some cryptocurrency mining malware identify then kill off processes for

competing malware to ensure it’s not competing for resources.(Citation: Trend Micro War

of Crypto Miners) Adversaries may also use malware that leverages a system's network

bandwidth as part of a botnet in order to facilitate [Network Denial of Service](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1498) campaigns and/or to seed malicious torrents.(Citation:

GoBotKR) Alternatively, they may engage in proxyjacking by selling use of the victims'

network bandwidth and IP address to proxyware services.(Citation: Sysdig Proxyjacking) 
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Malware

Name

P2Pinfect 

Name

rsagen 

Name

ransomware 
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uses

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name
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Name

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name
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External References

• https://www.cadosecurity.com/blog/from-dormant-to-dangerous-p2pinfect-evolves-to-

deploy-new-ransomware-and-cryptominer

• https://otx.alienvault.com/pulse/667d1f7eba160deac4b306c6
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